
An Amateur's Guide to Online Search 
by Crawford Kilian (crof@shaw.ca) !

One of the attractions of online media is that they pose a challenge to our habits 
of communication and thought: Most websites, for example, still display text as 
a kind of "shovelware," like print on paper unceremoniously dumped onto the 
web. (Scientific and medical journals are notable, and deplorable, shovellers.)  !
Learning how to use the web more effectively as a writing/reading medium was 
one of the first skills I tried to master back in the 1990s, and we generally learn 
by doing; web writing has no Grand Master who hands down edicts. But writing 
and reading about what? That's where search skills are essential; you can't judge 
the value of a report or news story until you actually read it.  !
This is an amateur's rough guide to effective search in Flublogia, though the 
basics would apply in any field where it's important to find original news sources 
or at least media close to an event. I've developed it over several years, and it's 
still far from perfect; I'd love to learn more, so if you have suggestions, drop me 
a line. !
1. The H5N1 Site (http://crofsblogs.typepad.com/h5n1/ ) 
The blog itself is a workspace; I've put in a lot of links that I consult frequently, 
as well as some less-often used sites and a few that might be useful to others.  !
In the News Gatherers links, I have a great many NewsNow (http://
www.newsnow.co.uk/h/) links for particular diseases. NewsNow lets you pick a 
key word or phrase; then all you have to do is bookmark it. NewsNow is pretty 
good, though sometimes slow, and a widely published report may turn up on 
NewsNow several times. !
I also have ABYZ News Links (http://www.abyznewslinks.com/), which has 
been invaluable; it carries hundreds of news sites from around the world, and 
specifies the language used by each. Until the advent of Google Translate, such 
access was pointless. Now, however, it's possible to use Google Chrome and to 
set it up to translate foreign languages automatically.  !
Here's how. If you don't already have Chrome, download it and open it up. In 
the upper right corner, just to the right of the address window, is an icon 
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showing three parallel bars; that's where you adjust your settings. Click on Show 
advanced settings... and scroll down to Languages. Click on Language and input 
settings... to set your default language. Then return to advanced settings and click 
on the box labelled Offer to translate pages that aren't in a language I read. !
Now, when you arrive on a website that's in, say, Chinese, Chrome will ask you 
if you want it translated. Say yes, and add that you want automatic translation 
for all pages in Chinese. That's it. The process sometimes takes a long time 
(once in a while it fails altogether), and the result is usually pretty messy as 
English. Still, you'll get the main points. !
So if I find a report from the Hong Kong Centre for Health Protection about a 
new H7N9 case in Zhejiang, I can go to ABYZ News Links, open China, and 
scroll down the list of provinces to Zhejiang; if I'm lucky, the new case may be in 
a town whose newspaper is on the list.  !
Slight digression: Many Chinese newspaper websites display the paper as a 
series of PDFs; whatever page may be displayed is a PDF, with a translated list of 
headlines beside the page in Chinese. It's usually pretty easy to find the H7N9 
reports, if only because the media use "H7N9" even in Chinese headlines. But it 
can be tedious to plod through page after page in search of a story. (You will also 
learn how truly garish many Chinese media websites are.) !
When a new disease like H7N9 turns up, and I can see I'll be spending a lot of 
time tracking down reports, I use ABYZ News Links to put together a "TypeList" 
of links for the blog. (I've also done so for MERS and the Haiyan/Yolanda super 
typhoon.) Then I have them all in one place: hashtags, newspapers, government 
agencies and so on. !
Note that in such a case, where Xinhua is the chief source of new information, 
I've gone to the Xinhua home page and typed "H7N9" into its search box. This 
then gives me a specific URL that I can also add to the TypeList. This link 
updates automatically, so if Xinhua adds a new H7N9 story, I see it there.   !
On WHO's, website, I surfed around for pages that would be repeatedly useful, 
and added them to a WHO TypeList. And the same is generally true for all the 
TypeLists, which are pretty easy to create and modify in TypePad. (You can of 



course simply compile a set of bookmarks in your browser toolbar to get the 
same convenient access.) !
2. Google Searches !
Google offers several ways to find information. First is Google Alerts (http://
www.google.com/alerts?hl=en&tab=33), which is essential. I can create an 
Alert for a topic (cholera) or a person (Helen Branswell), and specify how often 
Google should send me emails with links to what it's found. (I usually want it as 
it happens.)  !
This can sometimes create excess email if several Alerts come in on the same 
story as it turns up in different news sources, but it's worth the trouble. One of 
my first jobs every morning is just going through the overnight Alerts and 
deciding which deserve posts. It's easy to add or delete Alerts.  !
The same is true for customizing my Google News feed. If you have a Google 
account and you're signed in, customization is easy: Click on the cog icon near 
the upper right corner. That opens up a column including Google News' main 
categories, which you can delete if you wish (I don't bother with Sports or 
Entertainment). But you can also add news topics by typing them into the little 
window, and click on the + sign. !
What's more, you can tell Google News whether you want to see a certain type 
of story always, often, sometimes, rarely, or never (or simply trash the topic 
altogether).  And Google News offers you a range of news sources in your home 
country that you can specify as being in the mix always, often, etc. !
When you've chosen your topics, click save, and Google News will automatically 
reconfigure to display recent stories on those topics. "Top Stories" is a default, 
but it will likely include some reports on subjects you've also specified (as I 
write this on January 25, 2014, China's second H10N8 case is such a story). !
In some cases, it may be simpler just to go to Google Advanced Search (http://
www.google.com/alerts?hl=en&tab=33). Here you can type in a group of key 
words or a phrase, and then narrow your results. For example, I might look for 
Madagascar plague reports, but under "Last update" I'd specify those appearing 
only in the last 24 hours. Once I've got those results, Google tells me they're 



"Sorted by relevance"; click on that phrase at the top and you can have them 
"Sorted by date." But just being recent doesn't mean being the best. !
I can also go to Google Advanced Scholar Search (http://scholar.google.ca/
schhp?hl=en&as_sdt=0,5); if I search for "Madagascar plague," I get 12,200 
results. But I can also specify results by year; click on "Since 2014" and I get 37 
results, not all of them useful. !
3. Twitter searches !
Hashtags can be invaluable in tracking news events because they often break on 
Twitter. I try to compose my blog post headlines so they'll include a term that 
can be easily hashtagged, like H7N9 or measles. TypePad lets me tweet such 
headlines (I just insert the # and click the button), and the post is thereby 
known to anyone else following that hashtag. My tweet includes a shortened 
link to the blog post, so it's easy to access from Twitter. !
It's also wise to follow the people and groups that tweet often about a subject 
that interests you. That's a good way to keep up with a prolific health journalist 
like Helen Branswell, who usually tweets the link to her latest report, as well as 
well as keeping up with organizations like CDC and ECDC. WHO is doing a 
good job of using Twitter, though it's frustrating for my purposes that they often 
tweet about a new update well before actually posting the update on their 
website. !
The H5N1 blog has a list of Twitter links, but that's more a service for readers 
than for me; I find a toolbar menu of hashtags (#H7N9, #MERS, etc.) more 
convenient. !
4. Other social media !
Perhaps it's my own bias, but I rarely use Facebook and don't find it useful for 
tracking news. One exception: Dr. Beat Richner of Kantha Bopha Hospitals in 
Cambodia will occasionally post on his Facebook page with information 
unavailable anywhere else. The same is true of LinkedIn, which in theory ought 
to enable a lot of health professionals to share news. Maybe I'm missing a couple 
of bets here, and I'd be grateful to learn how to use those media more effectively. !



For that matter, I don't even use TypePad as effectively as I probably could. I was 
a beta user of the platform, and bought a Pro account as soon as it went public; 
I've been very happy with what it can do. But I also realize that it offers many 
innovations that I haven't bothered to learn. For all I know, I could Storify 
tweets into my posts, as Mike Coston does with his Blogger-platform posts. This 
is a hazard of Good Enough pre-empting Even Better. (And for someone with 
over 30,000 tweets, I'm far from familiar with everything Twitter can do.) !
5. Conclusions !
Years ago as a young teacher, I used to imagine having access to "The Library of 
Congress in a box." We now have that, and far more. I'm still dumbfounded by 
how easy it is to check Chinese websites and Saudi Twitter traffic. But online 
communication by definition is a collective enterprise; the more people are 
communicating, the better. And the more people we communicate with in China 
and Saudi Arabia, and Cambodia and Haiti, the better. That implies constantly 
improving access and online skills in those countries as well as ours.  !
I hope my own experience with online search will be useful in improving and 
disseminating those skills. !!!!


